CareCruiser: Exploring and Visualizing Plans, Events, and Effects Interactively
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, sophisticated visualization methods have been developed to support both, the logical structure and the time-oriented aspects of computer-executable clinical treatment plans. However, visualizing the effects of applying treatment plans as well as supporting the exploration of effects on a patient’s condition are still largely unresolved tasks.

To fill this gap, we have developed a prototype that enhances known visualization methods to communicate the processes of treatment plan application together with their effects on a patient’s condition in an easily understandable way. Our prototype combines the advantages of enhanced visual recognition of patterns with traditional information of parameters’ development. Thus, it provides means (1) to assess success or failure of previously applied treatment plans, (2) to explore the effects of each applied clinical action on the patient’s condition, and (3) to identify sub-optimal treatment choices. These means help physicians to optimize their treatment choices and enable developers of clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) to investigate and readjust these treatment plans.

Index Terms: H.5.m [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces And Presentation (e.g., HCI)—Miscellaneous; I.3.6 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer Graphics—Methodology and Techniques; J.3 [Computer Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—Medical information systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) [6] are text documents that provide recommendations for specific clinical situations. These recommendations are derived from best available scientific evidence and expert opinions. CPGs are modeled into computer-executable treatment plans containing precise recommendations of clinical actions tailored to specific clinical situations. Thus, they are powerful tools to support clinical decision-makers with the best available scientific evidence at the point of care.

When dealing with computer-executable treatment plans (e.g., applying them to a patient), the complex nature of these treatment plans calls for a plain and compact visualization of the underlying information. Dealing with logical sequences, hierarchical data, as well as time-oriented data, the visualization of clinical treatment plans relates to several specific fields of Information Visualization. Moreover CPGs are constantly improved to keep them up to date.

Improving these CPGs comprise several difficult tasks. Assessing the quality of the CPGs is a crucial precondition. In particular, there is a need to investigate the actual effects of the application of different treatment plans and clinical actions to optimize the choice of treatment actions. In order to meet these needs, we have developed an interactive visualization (called CareCruiser) based on existing visualization techniques [3] for assessing effects of treatment plan application in combination with patient data interactively. Our visualization allows medical experts to more easily investigate the effects of previously applied treatment plans and clinical actions on the patient’s condition and thus it enables them to improve the quality of care by readjusting CPGs with respect to better information. In particular CareCruiser provides several features to support a step-wise interactive exploration of the patient’s condition and effects of applied treatment plans:

- Visualizing patient data in combination with applied treatment plans and clinical actions
- Aligning treatment plans and clinical actions for comparison
- Color-coded highlighting of interesting events of the patient’s parameter values’ development
- Filtering these highlighted events
- Providing focus and context information to support the detection of effects’ patterns

To start with, we give an outline of related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the different types of information that demand special consideration. We continue with a detailed description of our visual encodings in Section 4. We outline the evaluation of our prototype and the extensions and improvements we intend to implement in Section 5. Finally, we sum up the main results of our work in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Various approaches of visualizing treatment plans and patient data exist. However, visualizations of applied treatment plans in combination with patient data are found less often [2].

The first group of visualization approaches focuses on the visualization of treatment plans. Clinical Algorithm Maps [11], the Talis toolset [25], Protégé [8], GUIDE [23], and Glare [26] offer a flowchart-like representation of clinical algorithms suited to visualize the logics and execution sequence of plans, but neglect the hierarchy of nested treatment plans and temporal constraints. AsbruView [18] is able to visualize all relevant plan characteristics (such as various constraints, the nesting of plans, and temporal aspects), but does not visualize patient data.

On the other hand, there is a variety of approaches visualizing patient data. The Graphical Summary of Patient Status [22] draws a comprehensive picture of a patient’s condition over time; LifeLines [21] visualizes qualitative and quantitative parameters of patient records, while LifeLines2 [27] and PatternFinder [20] are focused on filtering patient data and visualizing a set of special events to reveal interesting patterns. KNAVE II [24] represents different patient parameters and allows the user to explore them by means of
multiple features, like different abstraction levels, absolute and relative time scales, different granularities of time, additional statistics, etc. VISITOR [17] is aimed at visualizing parameters of multiple patient records. VIE-VISU [15] is designed for the very special purpose of visualizing neonatal intensive care data. It uses glyphs to represent the patient’s condition; unfortunately, the correct interpretation of these glyphs demands a huge learning effort. The 3D visualization technique of the Interactive Parallel Bar Charts approach [5] allows for exploring clinical parameters of hemodialysis sessions. This technique is quite space consuming; besides, problems of 3D representations (e.g., occlusions) are still not solved satisfactorily. Gravi++ [13] visualizes the change of the patient’s condition over time by using animation and traces. However, none of these approaches is aimed at communicating characteristics of treatment plan application.

There are only a few tools visualizing applied treatment plans in combination with patient data. The Guideline Overview Tool [1] shows basic characteristics of treatment plan application in combination with patient data, Midgaard [4] visualizes detailed and compact patient data as well as the hierarchical structure of plans, complex characteristics (e.g., plan states and conditions), and execution sequences. CareVis [3] uses visualization techniques to represent relevant characteristics and temporal constraints of treatment plans in combination with patient data.

One sophisticated approach of visualizing large collections of timeseries data is LiveRAC [19]. It arranges a huge number of charts in a matrix and provides features such as interactive reordering of rows and columns and semantic zooming which allows for exploring these charts at multiple levels of detail. A discrete color scale is used to color the cells’ background, communicating specific, dynamically changeable values computed for each cell.

The Line Graph Explorer [16] uses different colors, color saturation, and luminescence to reduce the y-dimension of line charts to 1D ribbons and thus, to visualize large collections of line graph data at limited display space. We use a similar approach to code value ranges of multiple line charts. However, our color-codings take advantage of semantic information such as treatment plan goals and parameter progress since the start of the treatment. In general we use color in addition to the actual line chart to highlight and filter for specific events of interest as well as to establish a visual connection between clinical actions and line chart events.

Still, none of the mentioned approaches provides insights into effects of (multiple instances of) specific events (e.g., the repeated administration of a specific drug) on given parameter charts (e.g., the patient’s condition), nor do they provide means to interactively investigate these effects.

### 3 Problem Analysis and Required Types of Information

In the following we give a use case and outline the required types of information.

**Use Case** An exemplary application of a treatment plan would be the ventilation of new born children. This treatment plan aims at stabilizing the patient’s transcutaneous assessed oxygen saturation (tcpSO₂) and the patient’s pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO₂). This is done by adjusting the supply of inspired oxygen (FiO₂) as well as adjusting the ventilation frequency (f). In particular, the intentions of the treatment plan are to stabilize the patient’s tcpSO₂ between 90% and 92% and the patient’s PCO₂ between 40 and 60 mmHg.

Moreover, the FiO₂ is to be kept below 40% and the peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) below 60 cm H₂O. This treatment plan can be decomposed into sub-plans of which each may aim at achieving selected aspects of the overall intentions, for instance, the sub-plan ‘Handle tcpSO₂’ aims at stabilizing the patient’s tcpSO₂ between 90% and 92% by adjusting the supply of FiO₂.

**Required Types of Information** Our visualization aims at supporting the physician in monitoring the progress of one or more patients toward treatment plan intentions as well as identifying critical values at the first sight. Moreover, the visualization supports the exploration of changes in the parameter curve possibly caused by clinical actions (i.e., effects of clinical actions) in order to optimize these treatment plans.

When visualizing the execution of such a treatment plan, there are two interconnected sets of data and information to be considered:

1. The progress of the treatment plan and applied clinical actions, and

2. The condition of the patient at any given point of treatment.

On the one hand, it is crucial to visualize the applied treatment plans (what therapy or medication has been applied, which clinical actions have been applied, etc.). Besides the progress of the treatment, the internal structure of these plans is to be communicated by the visualization. Treatment plans usually consist of different sub-plans, which again may contain sub-plans, etc. These plans and sub-plans have to be executed in a strictly defined order, which should be evident as well. On the other hand, the course of the patient in connection with the applied treatment plans has to be represented in an intelligible way.

We have conducted a detailed analysis [10] of the visualization-relevant characteristics of these two interconnected sets of data, focusing on (1) the application of treatment plans and (2) the corresponding condition of the patient. This analysis has resulted in the following list of requirements:

1. Visualizing hierarchical data: the nesting of treatment plans and sub-plans
2. Visualizing temporal data: the execution sequence of treatment plans as well as the patient’s condition and its evolution over time
3. Visualizing qualitative data: relevant characteristics of treatment plans, such as intentions of the plan, abort-and complete conditions etc.
4. Providing interactive means to allow for an active investigation of the course of the patient’s condition and the detection of effects of applied treatments, and
5. Providing means to compare multiple patients.

In order to provide a tool that supports every aspect of treatment plan execution, we decided to extend the possibilities of CareVis which already covers point 1. to point 3. quite well (i.e., the nesting of treatment plans, the execution order, relevant plan characteristics, and temporal constraints). For this reason we have developed a conceptual extension of CareVis, namely CareCruiser, which, on the one hand, provides means to explore and assess success or failure of applied treatment plans and effects of clinical actions on a patient’s condition (point 4.), and, on the other hand, allows for the investigation and comparison of two or more patients at the same time (point 5.).

### 4 Design Decisions

Extending the possibilities of CareVis[3] resulted in adding value to an already very powerful tool, and thus, to provide a tool to support every single aspect important in the application of computer-executable treatment plans. On the other hand, it was a great challenge to find ways to smoothly integrate the visual encoding of additional information into the user interface of CareVis.
CareVis already provides three different views to communicate specific information, namely the logical view to visualize the logics of treatment plans, a view to show the hierarchical structure of these plans, and the temporal view to represent complex time constraints of treatment plans. The temporal view also allows for zooming and navigating along the time line (for detailed information we refer to [3]).

Our extensions serve a two-fold purpose: (1) to provide visual and interactive means for assessing effects of applied treatment plans on patients using color-coded distance information and slope and (2) to compare multiple patients at the same time (see Figure 1 for the composition of the GUI of CareCruiser). In the following subsection we give detailed descriptions of these new means.

4.1 Clinical Actions

For assessing the effects of clinical actions the user needs to know when, how often, and in which context these actions have been applied. To visually represent these actions we chose diamonds for two reasons (see Figure 2):

1. Clinical actions can take place at one single point in time. Thus, the visual representation must allow for the identification of this exact point in time; this is indicated by the peak of the diamond.

2. Moreover, diamonds have a body which makes them more visible than simple vertical lines (which is especially true for actions at the start and end of a treatment plan).

In addition, we extended the representation with respect to clinical actions that take more time to be carried out. The temporal bounds of these actions are indicated by whiskers that span the duration of the action and allow for the identification of the exact time of its start and end. Representing the start and end time by the width of the diamond would lead to line-thin diamonds for actions that take place at one single point in time, and thus, it would decrease the visibility of these actions. Similar to the representation of parallel plans, actions which are executed in parallel are aligned below each other. We assign a color (based on the qualitative color palettes proposed by Harrower and Brewer [12]) to each clinical action to facilitate their identification, for instance, two or more blue diamonds in a temporal treatment plan glyph indicate two or more instances of applying one clinical action (e.g., the application of a certain drug), in context of executing this treatment plan. Moreover, the color of clinical actions facilitates the coordination between the different views.

Since the number of well-distinguishable colors is limited, we additionally support the identification of clinical actions by tooltip windows and the possibility to highlight all applications of a selected clinical action. However, the number of different colors is
sufficient for our test datasets.

4.2 Effects of Applied Treatment Plans

In order to determine success or failure of an applied treatment plan we take advantage of the intentions specified for this plan (intentions represent goals and intended effects of the treatment plan).

To visually encode how well an applied treatment plan succeeds in reaching the specified intentions and to make effects of applied clinical actions stand out more clearly, we use color-coding to highlight interesting events (i.e., distance information and slope) of the patient’s parameter development. We went for color-coded information highlighting (instead of, for instance, distance plots or plots of the first derivation) in order to maintain raw data charts without modifications or abstractions. This is important for physicians as they are used to assess a patient’s condition by these raw values. Besides the highlighting of color-coded information, the stepwise investigation of effects of applied treatment plans and clinical actions is supported by the following interactive means: filtering for interesting events of parameter values’ development, aligning plans or actions below each other to ease comparison (similar to the means for aligning clinical events in LifeLines2 [27]), and selecting regions of interest by means of a focus window. In the following subsections we give a detailed outline of these means.

4.2.1 Color-Coded Distance Information and Slope

We have developed three different kinds of visually enhancing interesting events of the patient’s parameter development, i.e., the distance of the parameter value from the intended value, the progress of the parameter value from the initial value, when the treatment started, and the rising and falling of the parameter values. Each of these modes is suited to bring to light very different qualities of the data (i.e., the patient parameters in combination with the applied treatment plans). We use color to visually encode this information because the task of comparing different plans and selecting the best working treatment is of major interest. Color is a strong visual attribute which gives an immediate impression of the different extents of success or failure of applied treatment plans. Thus, it facilitates the comparison and appraisal of plans and conditions. Although we are aware of the problem that colors may have different meanings depending on the cultural background, we tried to find most intuitive color mappings for the Western culture. In addition, we decided for discrete color scales to make qualitative changes in the parameter development stand out more clearly. In the following subsections the three kinds of color-coded information for assessing success or failure of a treatment plan and the necessary data abstractions are outlined.

Distance to Intended Value The distance of the patient’s parameter value (which is affected by the treatment plan) from the intended value is an important information to immediately identify critical values. We have enhanced the visibility of this information by using a color scheme which maps the relative distance of parameter values from the most deviant value within the range of possible parameter values (the minimum or maximum value of the parameter) to the intended value (e.g., 90-92% oxygen saturation) on a sequential color scale [12] from dark magenta to light magenta (see Figure 3(a)). The association of more extreme values with more saturated color entails an intuitive mapping (e.g., very saturated magenta indicates very bad values). Moreover, a scale from very saturated to very pale colors has an implicit ordering and can immediately be interpreted by the eye.

Figure 1 shows one treatment plan that has been applied on three different patients, which are vertically aligned. The charts and treatment plans are colored according to the patients’ parameter values’ distance to the intended value. We selected ranges with a big distance to the intended value with the range slider, which draws attention to critical cases. In doing so, the visualization emphasizes the bad tcpSO₂ values of the first patient. In contrast, the minor changes in the tcpSO₂ curve of the third patient are close to the intended value range and do not draw off the user’s attention.

Figure 3: Comparing different modes of highlighting the effects of applied treatment plans. Each of them helps to reveal different aspects.

Progress from Initial Value The main criterion for the appraisal of treatment plans is how well the plan succeeds in achieving the intended effects. To visually encode this information, we consider the relative progress from the initial value (e.g., the oxygen saturation at the start of applying the treatment). The initial value is associated with 0% success and the intended value with 100% success of the treatment. In this way, success is expressed by the extent to which the oxygen saturation progresses from the initial value toward the intended value while applying the plan. On the other hand, if the patient’s oxygen saturation moves into the opposite direction the success of the treatment plan is negative, which means that the treatment plan fails in achieving the intended effects.

This abstraction method (namely, calculating the progress of the parameter values relative to the initial value) has the advantage of normalizing this measure for different parameters with different scales. Moreover, this measure represents the actual effect of the applied treatment plan, no matter what the initial value was.

It is important to define the success of a treatment with respect to the initial parameter value which is illustrated by the following example: An increase of oxygen saturation from 80% to 85% implies that the applied treatment plan has failed if the intended value was 90%. An increase from 85% to 90% means success for the applied treatment plan, even though in both cases the oxygen saturation was increased by 5%. In the first example, the 5% represent a mere 50% of the distance between initial value (80) and intended value (90). In the second, however, the 5% stand for 100% of the distance between initial value (85) and intended value (90). Absolute values (e.g., oxygen saturation was raised by 5%) fail in communicating success or failure of a plan, if no further information is given.
To visually communicate the different qualities of progress of applied treatment plans we use a diverging color scale [12] from blue over white to red. We map the success values from 0% (value at plan start) to 100% (intended value) on colors from white to blue. In case the patient’s values move into the opposite direction, the values from 0% to -100% are mapped on a color range from white to red. In this way, blue means good, red means bad, and, again, more saturated colors represent more extreme values (see Figure 3(b)).

Both, the distance to the intended value and the progress from the initial value represent the patient’s condition and the success of a plan with respect to one specific parameter. So far, this is only an enhancement of information that is also given by the line chart. However, when it comes to getting an immediate impression of a patient’s condition that depends on several different parameters, or to assessing the success of treatment plans which may intend to affect two or more parameters (e.g., ‘stabilize the patient’s tcpSO\textsubscript{2} between 90% and 92% and the patient’s PCO\textsubscript{2} between 40 and 60 mmHg’), things get difficult: data can no longer be retrieved easily from the raw individual parameter curves. The overall success of the plan as well as the overall condition of the patient have to be determined. To this end, we stick to the rules of the infinite-valued Gödel logic [9]. According to these rules, the overall success of a plan that intends to achieve an effect on parameter A and an effect on parameter B is determined by the minimum of both success values (i.e., success (A and B) = minimum (success (A), success (B)). In turn, the overall success of a plan that intends to achieve a given effect on parameter A or an effect on parameter B is determined by the maximum of both values (i.e., success (A or B) = maximum (success (A), success (B)).

Figure 5 shows the highlighting of the progress of the parameter values from the initial value. The intended effect of the selected treatment plan is to ‘stabilize the patient’s tcpSO\textsubscript{2} between 90% and 92% and the patient’s PCO\textsubscript{2} between 40 and 60 mmHg’, thus, the overall success of treatment plan execution at a given point in time is determined by the minimum of the success value for stabilizing the patient’s tcpSO\textsubscript{2} and the success value for stabilizing the patient’s PCO\textsubscript{2}. The selected treatment plan is highlighted according to this overall success, while each parameter chart is highlighted according to the success of stabilizing its specific values. As we can see, toward the end of the focus region the execution of the treatment plan has a positive effect on the patient’s PCO\textsubscript{2}, while the patient’s tcpSO\textsubscript{2} values are still too high. This results in a quite low overall success rate of the plan.

**Slope** Visually enhancing the slope of the parameter chart, i.e., if the parameter values rise or drop, reveals some interesting insights as well. In particular, it eases the identification of an immediate correlation of applied clinical actions and changes of the parameter value. In contrast to the other two highlighting modes, we don’t encode ‘good’ and ‘bad’ changes (in terms of moving toward the intended value) in the parameter chart. This is why we decided for a diverging color scheme [12] that is as neutral as possible: we represent negative slopes with turquoise highlighting and positive slopes with brown highlighting (see Figure 3(c)).

**Filtering Color-Coded Information**
The user may be interested in only specific curve events, for instance, critical values or extreme drops of the curve. Thus, we provide a range slider to filter for such events of interest which makes them stand out immediately (see Figure 4).

**Aligning Plans or Actions**
To facilitate comparison between the effects one treatment plan had on two different patients or the effects of two alternative treatment plans we provide a tool to align selected treatment plans below each other together with their parameter curves (see Figure 1). The color highlighting of these plans gives an immediate impression of differences in how well the plans have worked.

Similar to the comparison of treatment plans, we provide means to compare all instances of applying a specific clinical action. This allows the user to investigate how well this specific clinical action works (e.g., the application of a certain drug). The effects of applying this action once may not be representative; also, looking for all applications of this action and subsequently comparing them without visual assistance can be quite a laborious task. Hence, when selecting a clinical action of interest, all instances of applying this action are highlighted; together with the parameter chart they are aligned below each other to facilitate the comparison of the effects the applications of this action have had on the patient’s parameters (see Figure 6).

**Focus Window**
After color-highlighting and filtering interesting curve information and aligning plans or actions of interest, the user may investigate a specific region (e.g., each hour after the different applications of one clinical action). To support this task we have developed a focus window which grays out the color-information outside its borders. The width of the window is varied by dragging its side-borders while the position of the window is varied by dragging its top- or bottom-border horizontally to the desired location. Thus, the user can drag the window over the display area of interest and look for noticeable vertical color-patterns. Extreme curve events outside the focus window are indicated by slightly darker regions which maintains some context information.

**Example: Discovering Less Efficient Treatment Choices**
When assessing our new methods with our test datasets we could reveal an interesting pattern. The intention of the ‘Handle tcpSO\textsubscript{2}’ plan is to stabilize the patient’s tcpSO\textsubscript{2} between 90% and 92% by adjusting the supply of FiO\textsubscript{2}. We selected the clinical action ‘reduce the FiO\textsubscript{2} when the patient’s oxygen saturation rises above 92%’ and vertically aligned all applications of this action. When highlighting the slope of the patient parameter tcpSO\textsubscript{2} and filtering for negative slopes (i.e., the oxygen saturation drops), we can see that almost every time this action was applied the oxygen saturation dropped after some delay. In the meantime the action was applied again which caused another drop of the oxygen saturation below 90%. Therefore, the complementary action had to be applied (‘increase the FiO\textsubscript{2} when the patient’s oxygen saturation drops below 90%’). Helping physicians to reveal this behavior leads to more effective treatment, a reduction of treatment costs, and a better stabilization of the patient (see Figure 6).

**Investigation of Multiple Patients**
The CareCruser prototype allows for the investigation of two or more patients at the same time. The available display height is equally distributed to the patient facets (see Figure 1). However, when the patient facets reach a defined minimum height, the view gets scroll-able. To this end, collapsed patient facets allow for investigating a bigger number of patients at the same time (see Fig-
Figure 5: Highlighting the progress of parameter values from the initial value toward the intended value, results in getting an immediate idea of success or failure of the applied treatments. The overall success of executing the selected treatment plan at a given point in time is determined by the minimum of the success value for stabilizing the patient’s tcpSO$_2$ and the success value for stabilizing the patient’s PCO$_2$. The low success values for stabilizing the patient’s tcpSO$_2$ lead to a low overall success for the selected treatment plan.

The overall success of executing the selected treatment plan at a given point in time is determined by the minimum of the success value for stabilizing the patient’s tcpSO$_2$ and the success value for stabilizing the patient’s PCO$_2$. These facets can be expanded, collapsed or closed individually or collectively. When moving the mouse over the right border of the patient facet a pop-up window provides demographic information about the patient such as name, age, gender, etc.

5 EVALUATION AND FURTHER WORK

To ensure the quality of CareCruiser we conducted a heuristic usability evaluation, on the one hand, and we gathered feedback from a medical expert, on the other hand. In this context we used two different CPGs about ventilating infants together with five data sets of real patient data (four data sets corresponding to the first CPG and one data set corresponding to the second CPG).

To ensure the usability of the prototype we decided for a heuristic usability evaluation according to Forsell and Johansson [7]. They presented a best practice set of 10 heuristics out of 63 heuristics (from 6 earlier published heuristic sets). This new set is especially tailored to the evaluation of common and important usability problems in Information Visualization techniques.

It is commonly assumed that three to five expert evaluators are sufficient for a heuristic usability evaluation [14]. Thus, we conducted the study with two female and two male evaluators which have a degree in computer science. In the context of their research, all of them have gained practical and theoretical experience in the field of usability engineering.

To ensure unbiased evaluations, we performed separate testing sessions with each evaluator. An observer was present at each testing session to answer questions about the domain and to give hints when the evaluator was in trouble (which was not necessary at any time of the four testing sessions). Each evaluator went through the visualization two times. The first round was aimed at getting a feeling for the flow and the general scope of the visualization. In the second round the evaluator was supposed to focus on visual and interactive interface elements with respect to the given list of heuristics [7]. Each evaluator was asked to solve a list of tasks by means of the CareCruiser prototype (1. to find out how the patient’s condition changes during the execution of the treatment plan; 2. to find out which clinical actions were applied to the patient in the context of treatment plan execution and when these actions were applied; 3. to find out which effects the clinical actions have on the patient’s condition; 4. to identify critical parameter values in the course of treatment plan execution) and to note down the found problems with reference to the violated usability principles. Moreover, the evaluators were asked to rate the severity of the problem (1 representing the lowest severity and 5 the highest).

This evaluation resulted in a list of 32 usability problems. The majority of these problems relate to the two usability principles ‘orientation and help’ and ‘consistency’. ‘Orientation and help’ deals with means such as support to control levels of details, redo/undo of actions, and representing additional information, while ‘consistency’ refers to the way design choices are maintained in similar contexts, and are different when applied to different contexts [7].

Most of the found problems can easily be fixed, for instance, by adding tooltip text to buttons. On the other hand, the evaluation also revealed more difficult problems, like the lack of a possibility to align the grid with the clinical actions. Moreover, in case a clinical action was applied multiple times and the user selects one instance of this clinical action, all instances of application of this action are highlighted and there is no visual difference between the one instance the user has selected and the other instances of applying this action. Another interesting problem that should be mentioned here is that the evaluators would like to have a history of view modifications and jump back and forth between views while skipping a number of modification steps.

In addition, we assessed the benefits and shortcomings of our visualization in collaboration with a physician who has been dealing with the ventilation of infants. This led to some interesting insights and new ideas. The physician appreciated the possibility to assess the patient’s condition at the time of treatment plan application in immediate combination with the comprehensive information about...
These treatment plans.

Our discussions led to some new ideas about the color schemes. By now a given distance below the intended value is encoded with the same color as the given distance above the intended value. In medical care, however, these two cases may not be equally weighted in terms of critical conditions. Moreover, depending on the given parameter, variability in the upper range of the chart may indicate more harm than in the lower range. Thus, we think about integrating more detailed semantic information about each parameter and adjusting the color scheme to represent this information (e.g., more critical colors for values in the upper range of the chart). In addition, using one color to represent values above the intended range and another color to represent values below this range would add one dimension of information. We will consider these ideas and systematically assess different color schemes to find the most adequate.

Another valuable idea stemming from this collaboration is to separate the means for assessing a patient’s condition from those for appraising the quality of the treatment recommendations. Commonly, these tasks are carried out at different points in time and maybe even by different persons. Means for assessing a patient’s condition include the coloring and filtering of distances of parameter values from the intended values, and the slope of the parameter chart. Appraising the quality of treatment plans is supported by coloring and filtering the the patient’s parameter values’ progress from the initial value as well as the slope of the parameter chart in correlation with applied clinical actions. To separate these user views will reduce the quantity of information provided at once.

However, we will carefully consider all found problems in order to improve the CareCruiser prototype and we plan to conduct additional scenario-based evaluations with physicians.

In the near future we will also investigate other possible areas of applying our visual encodings. In general, our visual encodings could help to get new insights in any domain where causes and effects are to be investigated in a temporal context. This may hold true for economic context (such as certain economic incidents and their effects on currency rates), for public relations context (such as the effects of press reports and public relations on the findings of voter surveys), academic context (such as the effects of introducing new structural or curricular elements in education on quantity and quality of graduates and/or scientific output in different countries), a.s.o. We plan to investigate the various possible areas of applying these visual encodings in the near future.

6 Conclusion

CareCruiser is based on the architecture of CareVis [3], but is a conceptual extension thereof. First, CareCruiser takes the process information (i.e., the specified intentions of treatment plans) into account to visualize the processes’ effects instead of pure data visualizations. Second, CareCruiser provides various interaction methods to explore the data, processes, and effects interactively. Third, CareCruiser offers different views about these effects. Fourth, CareCruiser allows for evaluating multiple patients in parallel. It has been developed to assist physicians and medical researchers both with improving treatment plans and with the optimization in applying them. By now, some limitations of the visualization are that it supports only continually measured, quantitative data, it does not support more detailed semantic information about each patient parameter (as described in Section 5), and it does not support treatment plan goals like maintaining a certain condition after the treatment has finished. Being aware of these limitations, we believe that CareCruiser can easily be extended to provide also this functionality.

While there are a great number of sophisticated tools available that focus on individual aspects of the application of computer-executable treatment plans, our prototype takes the available methods a decisive step further by providing a working environment that offers an intuitive comprehension and grasp of aspects being of interest in the context of evaluating and executing treatment plans. CareCruiser offers three main advantages over other tools in the field:

1. Despite the wealth of sophisticated information yielded by CareCruiser, it is easy to work with, due to its self-explanatory way of handling and presenting data. We have conducted a usability evaluation and evaluated the visualization scenario-based with our cooperating physician. Thus, it may readily be used both in research and in monitoring environments (e.g., hospitals).

2. CareCruiser’s comprehensive integration of functions for a step-wise interactive exploration of effects of applied treat-
ment plans on patient parameters to support the revelation of new insights and the generation of hypotheses. These means are designed with special respect to support the assessment of success or failure of plans, and thus, to support the identification of the best working therapies. There are:

- Means to highlight and filter specific events of parameter developments,
- Means to align treatment plans or clinical actions together with the corresponding patient parameter values to ease comparison,
- Means to move the focus along the time line to support the detection of interesting event patterns while maintaining context information.

3. Of particular interest may be the provision to visually compare both details and the results of treatment applied to a great number of patients. Due to its presentation and filtering options, CareCruiser can be fine-tuned to offer much contextual evidence at a glance, thereby being of substantial help in the formulation and/or identification of the best working therapies.
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